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Kevin Waters (S.J.) moved south, (Fr.) Bob Lyons (S.J.) remains the voice of voice-over advertising spots for the live, high-definition video broadcasts the Metropolitan Opera teams out to the Northern Cinema 10 times a season.

And he still sings baritone with the Spokane Chorale, or at least in practice, “Taking black dots on a piece of paper and turning them into beautiful music.”

“I have no desire to retire. Realize that Jesuits have fewer milestones to remember as we're aging, like marriages, kids' birthdays and mortgages. I have been a Jesuit for 65 years. I don’t have the same vim and vigor I once had, but I still enjoy teaching.

“I like what I do. I like where I do it. And I like with whom I do it,” says Fr. Krall. Why stop now?
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**POWERful PedAL, McCulloch FINDING his Groove at GU**

In most physical endeavors we are reminded to “use your legs,” be it golf, weightlifting, throwing a ball or jumping a bicycle. In the latter case, Ryan McCulloch, assistant professor in Human Physiology, is the scientist testing two new bicycle pedals that allow for varying degrees of lateral (sideways) movement of the foot on a pedal as a means to use more muscles and reduce the strain on the hip. With six cyclists on bike trainers in his lab, McCulloch is compiler input through motion capture and electromyography. He is looking at the interaction between the knee and ankle.

He evaluates his cyclists using standard pedals and two new pedal designs. “I’m evaluating muscle activation and finding preliminarily that some of the large quad muscles don’t have to work as hard on the same bike facing lateral pedals, while abductor muscles on the side of the upper leg contribute more than they normally would on standard pedals and relieve some of the effort of the quadriceps,” McCulloch says.

“The take away here is that these lateral pedals allow you to use more muscles in the pedal area and this implies that without an increase in training you can be more powerful and go faster without increased muscle strength. The improved tracking between the knee and ankle with more muscles contributing to the stroke may suggest that you are less likely to sustain knee injuries,” McCulloch explains.

McCulloch is avid bicyclist himself. It was a national cycling conference in Colorado Springs that McCulloch connected with the inventors of the lateral bike pedals, and McCulloch came up with the idea to conduct quantitative research of the new design. Outside of the lab and classroom, McCulloch’s favorite ride is a 150-mile trek from Sandpoint, Idaho, through the mountains of northern Montana. Since coming to Gonzaga in 2013, he has taken a strong bike to the Pacific Northwest and, to Gonzaga, in particular.

“He had heard of Spokane, but hadn’t been here. I really like the people here at Gonzaga. Very friendly, really interesting, doing their work well. Our faculty truly cares about students and they help shaping their lives,” he says.

He most recently worked in a Navy research lab in Washington, D.C., studying traumatic brain injury. He has also studied the biological complications resulting from mechanical insults, blasts and impact. Before that, he taught in graduate school at North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

“So far, everything here at Gonzaga and in this part of the country have matched my expectations. I like the learning more engaging and accessible for everyone,” McCulloch says.

**NOTEWORTHY**

**New hires**

**Eveline Bock, counsellor, Health & Counselling Services; Brad Matthews, associate dean, Family Medicine; Frank Burke, research leads coach; Alain Brant, director of development, Athletics; Chris Rogers, women’s assistant coach, Men’s Basketball, assistant director, Facilities and Event Operations, Hemmingson; Jared Witlif, desktop support specialist, Business; Diana Randall, and to the dean, Arts & Sciences; Jacob Galvani, coordinator, Plant; Nolan Scharf, Teasen, Oland, director, Student Services; Stefan Schwartz, director, Student Support and Outreach; Elizabeth Parks, strategic communications program manager, Annual Giving; Henry O’Grady, visual designer, Marketing & Communications; Patrick Pajak, event coordinator, Hemmingson.

**New Positions/Promotions**

**New**

- Brian Connolly, director, Student Engagement & Leadership Research Center; Kelly Irby, information director, Athletics; Alaina Steiner, assistant to the dean, Arts & Sciences; Jill Wortman, programs adviser, Woldson; Christopher Macabenta, custodian, Plant; Betsy Miranda, science tech, Plant; Nolan Scharf, project manager, Plant; Jay Pond, HVAC tech, Plant; Bethany Prince, building coordinator, Athletics; Breanna Bachini, HVAC tech, Plant

**Promotions**

- Christopher Gibson, practicum coordinator, Marketing & Communications; Jared Wiltshire, assistant to the dean, Arts & Sciences; Jill Wortman, programs adviser, Woldson; Jessica McCafferty, visual designer, Marketing & Communications; Brad Matthies, supervisor, Sodexo; Jill Drill, information director, Athletics; Breanna Bachini, HVAC tech, Plant; Kevin Dougherty, HVAC tech, Plant

**Cradle Call**

- Danielle Feller, chapter manager, Cela’s

**Anniversaries**

- 10 years: Jill Cordero, assistant academic vice president, Provost Office; Theresa Kappus, associate professor, Family Medicine; Jon Brackmann, assistant professor, Marketing & Communications; Kelly Irby, information director, Athletics; Alaina Steiner, assistant to the dean, Arts & Sciences; Jill Wortman, programs adviser, Woldson; Christopher Macabenta, custodian, Plant; Betsy Miranda, science tech, Plant; Nolan Scharf, project manager, Plant; Jay Pond, HVAC tech, Plant; Bethany Prince, building coordinator, Athletics; Breanna Bachini, HVAC tech, Plant; Kevin Dougherty, HVAC tech, Plant

**Arrows**

- Christopher Macabenta, custodian, Plant; Nolan Scharf, project manager, Plant; Jill Cordero, chapter manager, Cela’s; Anniversaries; Jill Drill, information director, Athletics; Breanna Bachini, HVAC tech, Plant; Kevin Dougherty, HVAC tech, Plant

**Focus on Gonzaga**

Three time marathoner, and unofficial house mother, Catherine Zeisner

When Catherine Zeisner turned 40, she realized that it was time to get healthy again. She joined a learn-to-run club in her hometown, London, Ontario. She began her running pursuits with an easy 10k fun run in December 2009. She finished last, but had a blast. Her friends and strangers cheered her on the end.

Inspired, she ran a half marathon in April 2010. She finished last again, “But that 245-pound big woman could run over three miles in under three hours,” she says. “People around me were proud of me, and encouraged me to go to the states and run a marathon.” By the way, Zeisner is a new assistant professor of educational leadership and administration here at Gonzaga, focused primarily on Education’s Calgary program.

In October 2010, in 101-degree Chicago temperatures, Zeisner completed her first marathon. She was a middle school vice principal at the time, and when she returned to her school, a male teacher told her “Big girls don’t run marathons.”

Diagnosed with cancer in February 2011, she endured two surgeries and “a long treatment plan,” returned to Chicago that fall and ran her second marathon after a while off and still recovering from cancer. When she showed her teacher friend her two marathon medals, he said, “You have run those marathons to truly be considered a marathoner.”

She completed her third Chicago marathon, and was in Manhattan to compete in her first New York Marathon in November 2012 when her husband, a GP and a marathoner, decided to run. Two weeks later, he had a heart attack. She ran two miles and was canceled. Not to be stopped, Zeisner and several others met at the finish line to celebrate an unofficial NY Marathon that day.

If you didn’t notice by now, Zeisner is an extremely optimistic woman with strong conviction and a heart of gold. A longtime cancer survivor, she decided to take running to the next level with a brief foray into higher ed teaching at her alma mater Gonzaga University, she looked to expand to a full-time college gig when Gonzaga appeared on her radar screens.

“I applied to 17 higher ed institutions. Gonzaga was 18th,” she says as it often called. “I had a full college. Check Mission to build competent servant leaders. Check. Focused on the whole person through teaching and advising. It was as if my mom had written this job description for me. When I got a call offering me this job, I screamed so loud I think I ripped a vocal cord.”

She traveled to Calgary twice a month, and cutters to our master’s students there. She lives in an apartment one block from her Rosauer Center office, and is unofficial house mother to a bunch of graduate students. Her husband is a teacher in Omak, but her 25-year marriage is strong enough to last the distance until he retires in four years and moves to join Catherine.

“We find lots of laughter, and use our energy well,” she says. “I am coming now. I think I’ve added 15 years or so to my life. I’ve made a very healthy choice.”

“Things areclassy here at Gonzaga. The people, their actions, their involvement, beautiful publications. I loved it the other day when I was eating food and seeing kids unpacking a van with a water bottle and a smiling. There is something for everyone here. You see some diversity. I think there is a real diversity of people who have worked here for so long. It’s a beautiful family,” she says.

Seems only appropriate that Z is now a Z.

**LOOKING SHARP**

Gonzaga Civil Engineering and Chemistry faculty and students are wearing by Sue Niegoda and the David Cleary, collaborated with the City of Spokane to evaluate the durability, infiltration capacity and water quality treatment effectiveness of permeable, asphaltParking lots. This asphaltParking lot has now become the sharp Avenue Street. This project is scheduled for Oct. 16, includes simple lane traffic in both directions, bike lanes, parking and crosswalk bump-outs, all to improve pedestrian safety.
PEDAL POWER: McCulloch finding his groove at GU

Professor McCulloch is exploring the power in a bicycle pedal to increase efficiency, reduce injuries.

In most physical endeavors we are reminded to “use your legs,” be it golf, weightlifting, throwing a ball or pumping a bicycle. In the latter case, Ryan McCulloch, assistant professor in Human Physiology, is the scientist testing two new bicycle pedals that allow for varying degrees of lateral (sideways) movement of the foot on a pedal as a means to use more muscles and reduce the strain on his clients.

With six cyclists on bike trainers in his lab, McCulloch is compiling input through motion capture and electromyography. He is looking at the interaction between the knee and ankle.

He evaluates his cyclists using standard pedals and two new pedal designs. “I’m evaluating muscle action, and finding preliminarily that some of the large quad muscles don’t have to work as hard at the same biking position on pedal, while abductor muscles on the side of the upper leg contribute more than they normally would on standard pedals and relieve some of the effort of the quadriceps,” McCulloch says.

“The take away here is that these lateral pedals allow you to use more muscles in the pedal role and this implies that without an increase in training you can be more powerful and go faster with increased muscle strength. The improved tracking between the knee and ankle with more muscles contributing to the stroke may suggest that you are less likely to sustain knee injuries.”

McCulloch is an avid bicyclist himself. It was a national cycling conference in Colorado Sprigs that McCulloch connected with the inventors of the lateral bike pedals, and McCulloch came up with the idea to conduct quantitative research of the new design.

Outside of the lab and classroom, McCulloch’s favorite ride is a 150-mile trek from Sandpoint, Idaho, through the mountains of northern Montana. Since coming to Gonzaga in 2015, he has taken a strong liking to the Pacific Northwest, and to Gonzaga, in particular.

“Had heard of Spokane, but hadn’t been here. I really like the people here at Gonzaga. Very friendly, very interested, doing their work well. Our faculty truly care about students and helping them to shape their lives,” he says.

He most recently worked in a Navy research lab in Washington, D.C., studying traumatic brain injury. He has also studied the biological complications resulting from mechanical insults, blasts and blunt impact. Before that, he taught in graduate school at North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

“So far, everything here at Gonzaga and in this part of the country have matched my expectations. I like the people here, the location and what I do,” McCulloch says.

LOOKING SHARP

Gonzaga Civil Engineering and Chemistry faculty and student publish study with Joyce Nieegoda and David Cleary, collaborated with the City of Spokane to evaluate the durability, infiltration capacity and water quality treatment effectiveness of permeable pavements. The study was completed in October, and now that the project has become the new Shaw Avenue Surface, this project demonstrates how permeable pavement has become the new Shaw Avenue Surface. This project demonstrates how permeable pavement can increase stormwater infiltration, reduced the amount of pollutants (such as oil, grease, and debris) that reach the City’s stormwater system, improving the quality of the water that flows into the City’s stormwater system. The City of Spokane’s goal is to increase the amount of permeable pavement in the city, which will help reduce flooding and improve water quality.
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TURNING 80, AND THE VIEW'S STILL GREAT

He’s not working from home, but Latin Lecturer Father Ken Krall, S.J., does prepare his lessons in his new Humanities Building office, which coincidentally, is the room he most recently occupied when that building served as Jesuit House.

But he is quite content in his new “living” room at the Delaware Street Jesuit Community, where he has his own bathroom and shower, a bigger bed and a balcony.

“When I first moved in here I had a feeling I was at a continuation of staying in a nice hotel, computing it to my old room at Jesuit House. It’s very nice.”

Fr. Krall arrived at Gonzaga in 1985, when “we must have had 55 Jesuits living here,” Fr. Krall says. “Now we have 17 or 18 in new our space.”

He is also impressed with the efforts of President Thayne McLaren, who “is doing a lot to foster Jesuits coming here. When (Father) Tim Clancy (S.J.) offers a summer series to Jesuits on technology and religion, he can count on Thayne for financial help. We have Jesuits coming from India, Africa and other places. We are able to do much more in terms of helping Jesuits that way. We’re getting a great support for them within the Gonzaga campus.”

And he still enjoys baritone with the Spokane Chorale, in his words, “Taking black dots on a piece of paper and turning them into beautiful music.”

“I have no desire to retire. Realize that Jesuits have fewer milestones to remind us we’re aging, unlike marriages, kids’ birthdays and mortgages. I have been a Jesuit for 60 years. I don’t have the same kind of memories to work with.”

“I like what I do. I like where I do it. And like with whom I do it,” says Fr. Krall. “Why stop now?”

McMccandless sits near a replica of the letter from city fathers to Fr. Cataldo, asking the Jesuits to build the community’s first college here.

The Hottest Tickets in Town

With the onset of basketball season comes a new game entrance procedure at the McCarthey Athletic Center for all events. Tickets will be screened via walk-through metal detectors, or bags and other items will be searched. Medically fragile area is available for those needing assistance. Backpacks and other large items are prohibited; guests should use clear bags such as Ziploc’s. Visit gonzaga.edu/clearbag for full details on what is allowed and new security measures.

For additional information, contact the Gonzaga Ticket Office from 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday, the day of game, or try the Orleans Arena, after Dec. 1. For additional information, visit gozags.com.

For those looking for tickets to the West Coast Conference Tournament in Las Vegas, check with the athletic ticket offices of other WCC members who may not sell their allotted tickets as easy Gonzaga does, or try the Orleans Arena, after Dec. 1.

For additional WCC ticket information, contact the Gonzaga Ticket Office at ext. 6000.
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Fostering Intercultural Development

Joan Iwafutti has a part of the Gonzaga campus for more than a year, a time in which she has experienced moves from personal and professional perspectives.

Iwafutti is assistant dean of Diversity, Inclusion, Community & Equity (DICE). She and her family relocated to Spokane in the summer of 2017 from the Bay Area, where she was previously an interim assistant dean of students at the University of California, Berkeley.

In her first academic year, Iwafutti initiated current strategic planning for the two student offices she oversees the Lincoln LGBTQ Resource Center and the Unit Multi-cultural Education Center (UMEC). Then, over the past summer, she worked on the relocation of their offices within the Hemmingson Center.

“We repackaged what we do around some student learning outcomes that we put together,” said Iwafutti, whose charge was to bring both offices under one umbrella. They did so under the pillars of multicultural programming and intercultural development.

Iwafutti is now more settled in her role as she tries to connect with students, employees and others who are part of the Gonzaga community.

“We need to focus on the unique needs of the Spokane community, that is the basis of what we are doing,” said Iwafutti.

Kevin Waters (S.J.) moved south, (Fr.), Bob Lyons (S.J.) asked me to voice-over–advertising spots for the live, high definition video broadcasts the Metropolitan Opera teams out to the Northtown Cinema 10 times a season.

And he still enjoys baritone with the Spokane Chorale, or in his words, “Taking black dots on a piece of paper and turning them into beautiful music.”

“I have no desire to retire. Realize that Jesuits have fewer milestones to remind us we’re aging, unlike marriages, kids’ birthdays and mortgages. I have been a Jesuit for 60 years. I don’t have the same kind of memories to work with.”

“I like what I do. I like where I do it. And like with whom I do it,” says Fr. Krall. “Why stop now?”
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The Hot Test tickets in Town

With the onset of basketball season comes a new game entrance procedure at the McCarthey Athletic Center for all events. Tickets will be screened via walk-through metal detectors, or bags and other items will be searched. Medically fragile area is available for those needing assistance. Backpacks and other large items are prohibited; guests should use clear bags such as Ziploc’s. Visit gonzaga.edu/clearbag for full details on what is allowed and new security measures.

For additional information, contact the Gonzaga Ticket Office from 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday, the day of game, or try the Orleans Arena, after Dec. 1. For additional information, visit gozags.com.

For those looking for tickets to the West Coast Conference Tournament in Las Vegas, check with the athletic ticket offices of other WCC members who may not sell their allotted tickets as easy Gonzaga does, or try the Orleans Arena, after Dec. 1.

For additional WCC ticket information, contact the Gonzaga Ticket Office at ext. 6000.
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